GROUND PLAN

FOOTLIGHTS

ELECTRIC 1
ELECTRIC 2
ADDED PIPE 1
ELECTRIC 3
ADDED PIPE 2

WHITE CYC
BLACK LEG
BLACK SCRIM
MAIN DRAPE
BORDER

FOG MACHINES ARE INTENDED BUT NOT INDICATED HERE, PLACEMENT AND SIZE TBD.

DECK WILL BE COVERED WITH STOCK MDF, PAINTED, AND GLOSSED WITH MOP N' GLO.

STAIRS COVERED AND FACED BY STOCK GOODS AND BLACK GAFF TAPE.

NOT MACHINES ARE INTENDED BUT NOT INDICATING SIZING, PLACEMENT AND SIZE, TBD.

STAIRS COVERED AND FACED BY STOCK GOODS AND BLACK GAFF TAPE.
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This drawing represents visual concepts and construction suggestions only. The designer is unqualified to determine the structural or electrical appropriateness of this design, and will not assume responsibility for improper engineering, construction, handling, or use. All materials and construction must comply with the most stringent applicable Federal and local Fire, Safety, Energy, and Environmental Codes.
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1. 5/16" Ultralight MDF facing with panel recesses
2. 1" steel tubing
3. 3/8" furring
4. 5/16" Ultralight MDF inlay
5. 1/4" cove
6. 5/16" Ultralight MDF facing
7. 3/16" luaun panel
8. 3/4" fabric covered plywood
**SCROOGE'S BED**

**LEFT VIEW**
- Hinges to be countersunk so that exterior of barrel is flush with face of bed unit.
- 2" square steel tubing
- 1/2" furring
- W.o.M. No. 345 FJ
- W.o.M. No. 328 P
- W.o.M. No. 328 P
- W.o.M. No. 328 P

**RIGHT VIEW**
- Hinges to be countersunk so that exterior of barrel is flush with face of bed unit.
- 2" square steel tubing
- 1/2" furring

**FRONT VIEW**
- Scale: 0'-3" = 1'-0"
- 2" square steel tubing
- 1/2" furring

---

**BED (POSTS)**
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SCROOGE'S DESK

DESIGN IS COMPOSED OF TWO UNITS: ONE INTERNAL STAIR UNIT AND ONE EXTERNAL DESK UNIT (SEE NEXT PAGE [7])

STAIR UNIT TRACKS INSIDE DESK UNIT NONSPECIFIC

TOP HINGEING PIECE ON DESK UNIT MUST BE PROPPED OPEN (METHOD NOT YET DETERMINED)

STEEL TUBING OVERVIEW

STAIR UNIT

STEEL TUBING OVERVIEW

STEEL TUBING OVERVIEW
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DESK UNIT OVERVIEW

STAIR UNIT OVERVIEW

W.o.M. No. 345 FJ
W.o.M. No. 328 P

UHMD glides (placement TBD by shop)

1'-6" 1/8" inside
0'-10" inside
1'-2 1/2" inside
1'-0" 1'-8 1/8"

MATERIALS IDENTICAL TO BED PANELING:
REFER TO BED UNIT (PAGE [3])

1'-6" 1/8" inside
0'-4 1/4" 1'-2"
1" 1"
1"
2'-2"

5/16" strap steel or equivalent

DESK IS COMPOSED OF TWO UNITS: ONE INTERNAL STAIR UNIT AND ONE EXTERNAL DESK UNIT

SCROOGE'S DESK

FIRST FIT TEMPLATES AND MASONRY

NEW STAIR UNIT PLANS ARE BASED ON FINAL MEANS

1/2" THICKNESS PIECE IN DESK UNIT MUST BE PROPPED OPEN (METHOD NOT YET DETERMINED)
SCROOGE'S DESK
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Desk is composed of two units: one internal stair unit and one external desk unit.

Top hinging piece on desk unit must be propped open (method not yet determined).
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The designer is unqualified to determine the structural or
appropriateness of this design, and will not assume
responsibility for improper engineering, construction, handling,
or use. All materials and construction must comply with the
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Energy, and Environmental Codes.
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BED [1]
BED [2]
BED [3]
DESK [1]
DESK [2]
DESK [3]
CYC
MAIN DRAPE
GROUND ROW
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FRONT VIEW
1'-6"
holes to be cut out for speakers
immediately behind surface
1/4" flat goods
(material nonspecific)
Placement of jacks approximate,
TBD with consultation with lighting and
scenic designrs

PLAN VIEW
2'-6"
34'-0"
1'-6"
8"

PAINTED BLACK, WILL NOT NEED TO BE FACED WITH FABRIC: FRONT FACE OF FLAT BUTTS AGAINST BLACK SCRIM IMMEDIATELY DS
Placement of jacks approximate,
TBD with consultation with lighting and
scenic designrs

LOCATIONS OF SPEAKERS AND STRIP LIGHTS NONSPECIFIC,
PLEASE CONSULT DESIGNER BEFORE CUTTING SPEAKER OPENINGS
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